Colophon
This essay’s proposal, outline, and first draft of five thousand words was written entirely
in iA Writer, on a first-generation iPad running iOS 5, in landscape orientation, with the
on-screen keyboard. (This was convenient, but in the future I think I’d like to use an actual
keyboard, and I wish iA Writer had a “typewriter mode,” where backspace is
strikethrough and you can’t cut, forcing you to write onward instead of allowing editing.)
Five proposals were delivered on September 9th, 2011, an outline was delivered a month
later on October 3rd, sections were delivered as they were completed, and the completed
first draft, sans most footnotes, references and substantial portions of data analysis, was
delivered on November 26th.
It was imported into Google Docs for commenting and editing, as the iPad wasn’t great for
refactoring large sections of text or adding footnotes.
Google Docs corrupted a revision around December 26th and I moved to Apple Pages ’09,
synchronized with Dropbox, on a 2006 Mac Mini running Snow Leopard. (This was my
first extended use of both OS X and Dropbox.) A final draft of seventy-six hundred words,
including all footnotes, references, and analysis, was delivered January 1st, 2012. Minor
additional edits to statistics, timelines, and headers were made January 29th, 30th and
February 1st.
The 2011 community survey was collected using Google Forms and Google
Spreadsheets. Data was additionally coded using a combination of formulas and a Python
script for import into IBM SPSS 20 for statistical analysis. The summary was generated by
Google Forms and Google Spreadsheets. PDFs were generated by Safari 5 on the Mac; in
the case of the summary, after substantial hand-editing of the generated HTML in
Dashcode. The stated relationship between respondents’ home and work was calculated
on paper, by hand.

The membership rosters, Twitter email notifications, and JSON dumps of the Twitter
timeline were processed using crude, handmade Python scripts, written in Xcode 3.2 and
run from Terminal using the default Python 2.6.1 interpreter.
The 2012 community survey is available through Qualtrics, after building and testing
versions in each of Google Forms, Wufoo, SurveyMonkey, and FormSite.
The 2012 event response card was written in Apple Pages ’09. A Google Spreadsheet and
Google Form is available for convenient coding and summarization of collected data.
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